
As early as 1968, existing customers began approaching 
AAE for better quality soccer goals than what was currently 
on the market. And it didn’t take long for us to offer a full line 
of soccer field equipment from permanent and portable 
soccer goals to corner flags and nets. We even designed the 
first Rollaway Combination Football Soccer Goal for 
Georgetown University’s rooftop field.
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Corner Flags

  Red nylon fabric mounted to 1” dia. standard 
(1-1/2” dia. for ICF-4 model) white PVC 60” high post

  Sold in sets of four

CF-4 (solid steel peg) $95/set
CFS-4 (solid steel peg w/spring) $105/set
ICF-4 (international ground sleeve) $375/set

Molded Net Clips

  Simplifies daily net attachment and removal

  Custom molded nylon net clips insert directly  
into our slotted aluminum extrusions

  Each bag outfits one pair of Semi-Permanent  
Goals or a single Portable Goal

MNC-60 (60 pieces) $33/bag

Soccer Goal Pads

  Designed to fit most any soccer goal upright

  Premium foam encased in double-knife coated  
vinyl

  Military-grade vinyl adjustable straps attach  
with heavy-duty plastic buckles

SG-PAD $420/pr.

EUROPA Semi-Permanent International Soccer Goals

  Many teams “state side” increasingly prefer this top-quality international “Box” 
style football goal that features three (3) rear vertical pole  stays with seamless 
“U” shape groundbar

  Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 6’ top and 6’ bottom depths)

  Engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability

  Goal mouth and groundbar fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall 
aluminum extrusion

  Completely welded crossbar incorporated into a one-piece design for stability 
(no horizontal joints)

  Uprights insert into ground sleeves with welded groundbar hinge attachment

  Three piece groundbar with net clip slot seamlessly attaches net and hinges up 
and is secured to uprights for any grass/turf maintenance

  Specially designed, heavy-duty UHMW insert at corner joint of main frame 
provides tight seal that prevents shifting over time

  Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net 
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately

  Goal face features white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

SGR-SP/I $4,995/pr.

EUROPA Portable International Soccer Goals

  Gaining popularity in the U.S., this international style soccer goal features 
small loop stays with seamless “U” shape groundbar

  Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths)

  Engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability

  Goal mouth and groundbar fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall  
aluminum extrusion

  Completely welded, one piece “L” shape upright and groundbar

  Crossbar and groundbar incorporate one-piece design for stability

  Specially designed, heavy-duty UHMW insert at corner joint of main frame 
provides tight seal that prevents shifting over time

  Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net 
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately

  Entire goal features white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Specially designed Pivot Bar Wheels (included) can remain attached to goal 
during use and easily engage for moving of goal

SGR-P/I $5,950/pr.
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  Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths) and 
engineered from hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability

  Large loop stays and groundbar made of 2” sq. slotted heavy-wall   
aluminum extrusion with rounded safety corners

  Crossbar and groundbar each incorporate a one-piece design (no horizontal 
joints) for stability

  Goal mouth fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall aluminum extrusion, 
which features a white powder-coated finish for minimal   
maintenance

  Soccer nets and grounding sand bags sold separately

  Specially designed PVC insert at the corner joint of the main frame   
provides a tight seal that prevents shifting over time (see inset photo on Club 
Soccer Goals on next page)

  Slotted extrusions designed to accept MNC Molded Net Clips for quick net 
attachment and removal - soccer nets sold separately

  Optional Rollaway Wheels (shown above) are 10” pneumatic tires mounted on 
3/4” diameter stainless steel axle with all stainless hardware

SGR-P $4,650/pr.
RW-SG (set of 4) $395

Portable Soccer Goals

Soccer Goals & Accessories
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NEW! Futsal Goal

  Official size measures 2M x 3M, with a 1.25M deep rear ground bar

  Front frame is welded in one-piece design, as well as entire ground bar (side and 
rear), and contoured stays are each one-piece design, all helping stabilize goal

  Goal mouth and ground bars constructed of 2”sq. slotted heavy-duty 
aluminum extrusion

  Contoured stays are welded of 2” sq. aluminum extrusion with rounded safety corners

  Entire goal features standard white powder-coated finish

  Include MNC net clips for simple net attachment and/or removal

  Includes tilt-n-roll wheel (see inset photo) feature to make moving goals easier

  White futsal net included - also sold separately

SG-FUTSAL-1 (goal) $1,295/ea.
FN-2.3/2Mx3M (net) $140/ea.
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Vinyl Sandbag

  18 oz. vinyl panels measuring 
18” x 18” with heavy gauge zipper

  Heavy duty canvas handles 
attached via Box-X stitch method

VSZ-Y (yellow) $46 
VSZ-Y/4 (yellow/set of 4) $170 
VSZ-W (white) $46
VSZ-W/4 (white/set of 4) $170

Groundbar Anchor Bracket

  All stainless steel clamp with inside 
rubber tips to protect powder-
coated gooseneck

  Includes vinyl-coated anchor chain 
for easy on-field adjustment

  Fits ANY size soccer goal back

SGAB-GP $425/pr.

Soccer Anchor Boxes

  Galvanized steel box - hinged 
aluminum lid can be topped with 
your artificial turf

  Stainless steel anchor bar with per-
manently attached/lockable chain

  Can be used with any style soccer 
groundbar

SGAB-MF-FBC $975/pr.

Soccer Anchor Weights

  Portable weight system to anchor 
portable soccer goals

  Vinyl coated “Caution Yellow”, 40 lb. 
steel weights with integrated hooks 
to secure groundbar

  Ergonomic handle design

SGW-40 $475/pr.

Semi-Permanent Soccer Goals

  Perfect for programs leaving goals up year round

  Official size (24’ wide, 8’ high, 3’ top and 8’ bottom depths) and engineered from 
hi-tech aluminum alloys for maximum durability

  Uprights insert into included aluminum ground sleeves and feature 2” round 
small loop stays

  Goal mouth fabricated of 4” diameter slotted heavy-wall aluminum extrusion, 
which features a white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Standard Molded Net Clips attach via slotted extrusions for quick net attachment 
and removal - soccer nets sold separately

SGR-SP $4,100/pr.

Club Soccer Goals

  Offer all of the same features as our official size soccer goals, only scaled down 
for youth and club teams

  For the youngest athletes, SGR-P/12 model measures 12’ wide, 6’ 6” high, 2’ top 
and 5’ 6” bottom depths; SGR-P/18.5 model measures 18’ 6” wide, 6’ 6” high, 2’ 
top and 5’ 6” bottom depths; SGR-P/21 measures 21’ wide, 7’ high, 3’ top and 
7’ bottom depths, which meets all USSF small-sided game regulations for U10 
and under

  Main frame for each size is fabricated of 4” diameter round, slotted heavy-wall 
aluminum extrusion which accept our MNC Molded Net Clips that make net 
attachment and removal quick and easy

  Goal mouth has a white powder-coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Specially designed PVC insert at the corner joint of the main frame provides a 
tight seal that prevents shifting over time

  Large loop stays and a groundbar made of 2” sq. slotted heavy-wall aluminum 
extrusion with rounded safety corners

  Optional Rollaway Wheels available to make moving the goals easier

  Soccer nets and grounding sand bags sold separately

SGR-P/12 (round - 6’ 6” x 12’) $3,100/pr.
SGR-P/18.5 (round - 6’ 6” x 18’ 6”) $3,350/pr.
SGR-P/21 (round - 7’ x 21’) $4,150/pr.

SGR-P/12 SGR-P/18.5 SGR-P/21

Soccer Goals & Accessories
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Soccer Nets

  High visibility white, polyethylene braided into  
5” sq. mesh - other solid colors also available

  Now available in checkered or striped team colors 

SN-3/24 (3mm - 8’ x 24’) $190/pr. 
SN-3/12 (3mm - 6’ 6” x 12’) $210/pr. 
SN-3/18.5 (3mm - 6’ 6” x 18’ 6”) $255/pr.
SN-3/21 (3mm - 7’ x 21’) $265/pr.
SN-4/24 (4mm - 8’ x 24’) $260/pr.
SN-6/24 (6mm - 8’ x 24’) $375/pr.


